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Abstract. The article discusses the issues of logical inference for abnormal truth-values of 

premises in logics with vector semantics from the VTF-logic class. Such situations as strict lies, 

uncertainty, and complete contradiction are considered in this article. It is shown that the truth 

of the conclusion in this case can take an interval value and the nature of this interval is preserved 

throughout the inference. This feature can be used to detect knowledge base artefacts during 

dynamic verification of knowledge bases. 

1. Introduction 

Among artificial intelligence systems, knowledge-based systems play an important role [1-4]. Often 

these systems use multivalued logics or probability theory (for example, Bayesian inference) [3, 4]. 

Non-classic truth values, in addition to Truth and Falsehood, can be interpreted in different ways, for 

example, as the degree of confidence or belief [5-8]. They can express the modality of the necessity and 

possibility, reflect the semantics of possible worlds (para-consistent logics), and so on [5]. In 

probabilistic inference, truth is replaced by probability, which can be considered as an analog of the 

degree of confidence [4]. 

As a rule, when developing such systems, they use the truth scale [0,1] or its analogues: [1,1], 

integer values from 0 to 10, from 0 to 100, from 100 to 100, etc. At the same time, there is a problem 

of separation of situations when nothing is known about an object and when information about it is 

contradictory. Both cases represent the middle of an interval, for example 0.5 or 0 (for scales of type 

[1,1]) and do not differ from each other.  

Schaefer's evidence theory and interval confidence estimates provide broader possibilities [9]. 

However, certain difficulties can be found here (for example, difficulties of algorithmic nature) [3]. 

To avoid these difficulties, a vector truth model was proposed (see for example [10-13]). In this 

model the truth is described by a vector with components (aspects of truth) True; False. Aspect values 

are determined by independent sets of evidence and belong to the range [0,1] (in application systems, it 

is convenient to use integer values, for example, from 0 to 100). This allows to formalize situation of 

strict truth 1;0 strict lie 0;1, uncertainty 0;0 and contradiction 1;1 of propositions. In general, the 

components are some numbers from the specified interval, which are determined by the degree of 

confidence in the received evidence. Situations of uncertainty (when there is no information) and 

contradictions (when incoming information contradicts each other) are naturally separated in this view. 

Such logics can be considered as fuzzy para-consistent logics.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

In [10], and later in [12], this view was generalized to logics with an arbitrary number of aspects, but 

VTF-logics seem to be more interesting in practical terms. This approach was also developed for the 

interval representation of the truth vector [11, 12]. 

One of the advantages of this approach is the ability to make logical inference in conditions of 

abnormal truth values of premises: strict lies, uncertainty and contradiction. This could be considered as 

a technique for identification of hidden anomalies of knowledge bases of application intelligent systems. 

First of all, those anomalies are detected dynamically during the inference.  

The problem of knowledge bases anomalies detecting knowns for a long time [14-20]. In the works 

[21, 22], this question was described for "point" values of the truth of premises, when the truth vector is 

a point in the square (Cartesian product) [0,1]×[0,1]. In contrast to previous works influence of abnormal 

interval truth values on the entire inference chain is discussed here. 

2. Inference at interval values of the truth 

The following inference rule is used [11, 12]: 

 a, ab ├ b : ||b|| = a+
1i+

1;a1i1a1i+
2;a+

1i2 = (1) 

= [a+
1i+

1, a1i+
2];[a+

1i2, a1i1]. 

Here a, b – propositions,  is the symbol of implication, ||b|| – truth of a proposition, …;…  – truth 

value as a vector with the corresponding component values True and False; …;……;… – the range 

of values of truth vector as the rectangle defined by top left and bottom right corner on [0,1]×[0,1]; for 

example, truth values of small premises a is ||a|| = a+
1;a1a+

2;a2 or ||a|| = [a+
1,a+

2];[a2;a1] in the 

interval representation. The truth values of big premises ||ab|| = i+
1;i1i+

2;i2 = [i+
1,i+

2];[i2;i1] 

(see figure 1). The  and  is t-norm and t-co-norm (s-norm) [23, 24] in infix notation with the additional 

property 1xy = (1x)(1y) or 1xy = (1x)(1y). The scheme for calculating the truth of the 

conclusion based on the truth of the premises is indicated after the colon. Expression (1) is a “modus 

ponens” inference rule for interval values of the truth vector. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the interval truth of 

premises and conclusions 
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3. Inference at abnormal big premises 

In real systems, the anomalous truth value of a big premise is not a real thing. It is unlikely that 

knowledge base developers will introduce false, uncertain, or contradictory knowledge into the system.  

Nevertheless, developers' mistakes are possible, so the following cases are considered. 

3.1. Premise is strict lie 

According to (1) with a strictly false large premise in the interval representation: 

||ab|| = 0;10;1 = [0,0];[1,1], the truth value of the conclusion falls in the area close to a strict lie: 

 ||b|| = a+
10;a11a10;a+

11  = 0;1a1;a+
1.  (2) 

Although this implication is an anomaly (a design error), other implications are assumed as strictly 

true. So the following implication bc is strictly true. In the vector interval representation: 

||bc|| = 1;01;0 = [1,1];[0,0]. Given this, as well as (1) and the properties of t-norms, one can 

write: 

b, bc |- b : ||c|| = b+
1i+

1;b1i1b1i+
2;b+

1i2 = b+
11;b10b11;b+

10 = 

= b+
1;b11;0 = [b+

1, 1];[0, b1]. 

Since, according to (2), b+
1 = 0; b1 = 1, finally find: ||c|| = [0,1];[0,1] (figure 2). This result is 

reproduced throughout the inference chain. 

 

 

3.2. Premise is uncertainty 

When there is uncertainty in the implication: ||ab|| = [0,0];[0,0], from (1) and the properties of t-

norms, is obtained: 

 ||b|| = a+
10;a10a10;a+

10 = 0;a1a1;0.  (3) 

In other words, the area of truth of the vector ||b|| is a square with sides [0,a1][0,a1]. If the small 

premise is strictly true or close to it, the uncertainty of the large premise generates the uncertainty of the 
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Figure 2. The truth area of the conclusion is 

Cartesian product [0,1][0,1] 
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conclusion (the vector ||b|| is located near the point 0;0). If it is strictly false, one gets the already known 

square [0,1][0,1]. 

As in the previous case the next implication bc regarding as true: 

||bc|| = 1;01;0 = [1,1];[0,0]. Given this, as well as (1) and the properties of t-norms, one can 

write: 

b, bc |- b : ||c|| = b+
1i+

1;b1i1b1i+
2;b+

1i2 = b+
11;b10b11;b+

10 = 

= b+
1;b11;0 = [b+

1,1];[0,b1]. 

Since, according to (3), b+
1 = 0, b1 = a1, the final result is: ||c|| = [0,1];[0,a1].  

In the third step, assuming the implication cd is also strictly true one gets: 

c, cd |- d : ||d|| = c+
1i+

1;c1i1c1i+
2;c+

1i2 = c+
11;c10c11;c+

10 = 

= c+
1;c11;0 = 0;a11;0 = [0,1];[0,a1]. 

And so on. The result [0,1];[0,a1] (figure 3) is reproduced throughout the inference. 

 

 

3.3. Premise is complete contradiction 

If a big premise is complete contradiction: ||bc|| = [1,1];[1,1], from (1) follows: 

  ||b|| = a+
11;a11a11;a+

11 = a+
1;11;a+

1 = [a+
1,1];[a+

1,1]. (4) 

That is, with a sufficiently reliable small premise, an area close to 1;1 is formed. 

In the next step, if the next implication is strictly true, taking into account (4) one gets (figure 4): 

b, bc |- b : ||c|| = b+
1;b11;0 = a+

1;11;0 = [a+
1,1];[0,1]. 

And this set of values is also preserved throughout the inference. 
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Figure 3. The truth area of the conclusion is 

[0,1];[0,a1] (Cartesian product [0,1]×[0,a1]) 
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4. Inference at abnormal small premises 

Anomalous truth values of small premises are more real. Anomalies may occur during inference due to 

hidden errors in the knowledge bases. As a result, in the intermediate stages of inference, the truth of a 

small premise may be poor. 

4.1. Premise is strictly lie 

Let strictly false premise appeared at some output step. As follows from (1) range of conclusion truth 

values becomes the square [0,1]×[0,1] at the first step. One should find out how this affects the next 

inference steps. Substituting ||a|| = 0;01;0 in the (1) and assuming the implication to be strictly true: 

||i|| = 1;01;0, one gets a+
1 = 0, a1 = 1, a+

2 = 1, a2 = 0, i+
1 = 1, i1 = 0, i+

2 = 1, i2 = 0. As a result: 

||b|| = a+
1i+

1;a1i1a1i+
2;a+

1i2 = [a+
1i+

1, a1i+
2];[a+

1i2, a1i1] = 

= [01,11];[00,10] = [0,1];[0,1]. 

That is, the truth of the conclusion belongs to the same square [0,1]×[0,1]. Since truth of the 

antecedent belongs to the domain [0,1]×[0,1] and the same domain was obtained for the consequent, 

then in the third step and all subsequent steps it will be reproduced as well. 

Introduce a measure of the accuracy of the judgment b by the formula: 

точ(b) = 
2

)()(
1

2
12

2
12

 


bbbb
; 

(the precision is equal to one for the point values of the vector ||b|| and zero when ||b||[0,1]×[0,1]; here 

||b|| = [b+
1, b+

2];[ b1, b2]). Then it turns out that the zero accuracy of the conclusion, when the truth of 

the consequent b is "anywhere" in the square [0,1]×[0,1], is reproduced at all steps of the conclusion, 

starting from the second. This is preserved until the terminal fact-hypothesis, signaling about artifact – 

the falsity of the small premise at some of the inference steps. 

Thus, the appearance of the anomaly of type strict falsity of small premises in the course of interval 

inference leads to the measure of the accuracy is zero that is a signal about the presence of an artifact. 
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Figure 4. The truth area of the conclusion is 
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4.2. Premise is uncertainty 

Next, we consider the case of uncertainty of a fact, when its truth vector has the value 0;0. As follows 

from (1), in this case, the small premise for the next output step takes an interval value: 

||b|| = 0i+;0i0i+;0i = 0;ii+;0. 

Since all implications are declared strictly true, this gives: 

||b|| = 01;0001;00 = 0;01;0. 

That is, b+
1 = 0, b1 = 0, b+

2 = 1, b2 = 0. Since b  is the premise for the second step, then still assuming 

i+
1 = 1, i1 = 0, i+

2 = 1, i2 = 0, for the conclusion c we find (figure 5): 

 ||c|| = b+
1i+

1;b1i1b1i+
2;b+

1i2 = [b+
1i+

1, b1i+
2];[b+

1i2, b1i1] = (5) 

 = [01, 01];[00,00] = [0,1];[0,0].  

 

The truth of the conclusion falls back into the range 0;01;0 (or [0,1];[0,0] in the interval 

representation). Obviously all subsequent steps will give the same result.  

Thus, the appearance of an anomaly of the type uncertainty of a small premise at the start or during 

the output with interval truth values leads to an anomalous truth value that is reproduced along the chain 

[0,1];[0,0], which is a signal about the presence of the corresponding artifact. 

4.3. Premise is complete contradiction 

Finally, in the case of a complete contradiction, when the starting or intermediate small premise takes 

the truth value ||a|| = 1;1 and large premise is strictly true, the corresponding inference step generates 

the truth of the conclusion ||b|| = 1;11;0 = [1,1];[0,1]. Accordingly, when b enters the next rule, 

one gets (figure 6): 

||c|| = b+
1i+

1;b1i1b1i+
2;b+

1i2 = [b+
1i+

1, b1i+
2];[b+

1i2, b1i1] = 

 = [11, 11];[10, 10] = [1,1];[0,1]. (6) 

Figure 5. The range of possible truth values 

of conclusion b according to (5) 
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That is, the truth of the antecedent [1,1];[0,1] leads to the truth of the consequent as well 

[1,1];[0,1]. As in the case of uncertainty, this means that a complete contradiction generates a chain of 

the same truth values [1,1];[0,1]. And here the anomaly reproduces an anomaly of the same type. 

Thus the appearance of an anomaly such as a complete contradiction of a small premise at the start 

or during the inference leads to an anomalous truth value being reproduced along the chain [1,1];[0,1], 

it signals the presence of the corresponding artifact. 

5. Example 

Suppose there is a knowledge base with rules: 

 ab; (7) 

 a’b; (8) 

 bc; (9) 

 cd. (10) 

Rules are ordered in a causal manner. That is, the rule containing the fact f on the right always 

precedes the rule containing f on the left (this is easy to do). All the rules are strictly true. Their truth is 

equal to [1,1];[0,0] in interval representation: 

 ||ab|| =  ||a’b|| = ||bc|| = ||cd|| = [1,1];[0,0]. (11) 

It is assumed that the answer “Yes” to questions a and a’ is admissible and the user (or the verifying 

component) has chosen it. It is in interval notation 

 ||a|| = ||a’|| = [1,1];[0,0]. (12) 

According to (1), (11), (12), the first inference step will be: 

a, ab ├ b : ||b|| = [a+
1i+

1, a1i+
2];[a+

1i2, a1i1] = [11, 01];[10, 00] = [1,1];[0,0]. 

Figure 6. The range of possible truth values 

of conclusion b according to (6) 
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Further, the second step of the inference would be: 

a’, a’b ├ b : ||b|| = [1,1];[0,0]. 

This means ||b|| is equal to [0,0];[1,1]. Therefore:  

||b|| = ||b||1 = [1,1];[0,0]; 

||b|| = ||b||2 = [0,0];[1,1]. 

Combining of evidence is performed in the third step according to the rule [11, 12]: 

If the truth vector ||b|| has two meanings: 

||b||1 = [b+
11,b+

12]; [b12, b11]; 

||b||2 = [b+
21,b+

22]; [b22, b21]; 

then the combined truth value of b is: 

||b|| = [b+
11b+

21, b+
12b+

22];[b12b22, b11b21]. 

In the considered example, it turns out: 

 ||b|| = [1,1];[1,1].  (13) 

This is a complete contradiction. 

The anomalous truth value is obtained at the fourth step according to (1), (13): 

b, bc ├ c : ||c|| = [b+
1i+

1, b1i+
2];[b+

1i2, b1i1] = [11, 11];[10, 10] = [1,1];[0,1]. 

The same value is obtained in the fifth step: 

c, cd ├ d : ||d|| = [c+
1i+

1, c1i+
2];[c+

1i2, c1i1] = [11, 11];[10, 10] = [1,1];[0,1]. 

The c is final hypothesis. The source of the anomaly is found by backtracking. These are the rules 

(7) and (8). 

This type of inference is implemented in the software system for modeling plausible reasoning 

"Heraclitus" developed by the authors. 

6. Conclusion 

Thus, one could conclude the following. When using VTF-logics with interval values of the truth vector: 

1. The presence of knowledge base artifacts that lead to strictly false, uncertain or contradictory 

assumptions in the inference generates appropriate and rather specific values of the truth of the 

conclusion. 

2. These values are subsequently stored throughout the inference up to the final hypothesis, it is a 

signal of the presence of the corresponding artifact. 

3. This feature can be used to detect knowledge base artifacts during dynamic verification. 
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